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Abstract 
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1. Introduction 
 
           In the traditional transportation problem(TP), two kinds of constraints namely, 
source constraint and destination constraint,  are taken into consideration generally. But 
in the real system, we always deal with other constraints besides of source constraint 
and destination constraint, such as product type constraint or transportation mode 
constraint. The STP arises when bounds are given on three item properties namely, 
supply, demand and conveyance. As a generalization of traditional TP, the STP was 
introduced by Haley [4]. In many industrial problems, a homogeneous product is 
delivered from an origin to a destination by means of different modes of transport called   
conveyances, such as trucks, cargo flights, goods trains, ships, etc. In recent years, the 
STP received much attention and many models and algorithms under both crisp 
environment and uncertain environment have been investigated. Recently, Pandian and 
Anuradha [10] proposed a solution approach for solving a STP. 
 
           Sensitivity analysis (SA)  is one of the most interesting and preoccupying areas 
in optimization. Using various algorithms, the SA of  the traditional  TP / assignment 
problem  was studied  by many researchers. Doustdargholi et al. [1] studied the SA of  
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right-hand-side parameter in a  TP. Kang-Ting Ma and Ue-Pyng Wen [5] presented 
support set invariant SA in a degenerate TP. Lucia Cabulea [9] discussed the SA of 
costs in a TP. Kavitha and Pandian [6,7] have studied recently,  cost SA in a TP having 
crisp and imprecise parameters. 
     
           In this paper, we propose a new method namely, bound technique to find  the 
Type I and Type II costs sensitivity range (SR)  of a STP. Since we focus on cost 
parameter sensitivity, we will show that the optimal basis of the STP is invariant when 
the cost coefficients vary between the interval limits when the STP is non-generate / 
degenerate. Illustrative examples are presented to clarify the idea of the bound 
technique. The SA of costs in a STP by the bound technique can help the decision 
makers to determine what level of accuracy is necessary for a parameter to make the 
model sufficiently useful and valid when they are handling distribution problem having 
three  constraints. 
 
 
2. Solid Transportation Problem 

 
Consider m origins, which contain various amounts of a commodity that has to 

be shipped to n  destinations by means of l  conveyances. Let ia  be the quantity of the 
commodity available at the origin i ; jb  be the quantity required at the destination j  

and ke  be the quantity transported by conveyance k . Let ijkc  be the cost of shipping a 
unit quantity from the origin i  to the destination j  by means of the conveyance k . Let 

ijkx  be the quantity shipped from the origin i  to the destination j  by means of the kth 
conveyance. Our aim is to determine the transportation schedule to minimize the 
transportation cost satisfying supply, demand and conveyance constraints. 

 
Now, the linear programming  model of the above STP is given below: 

(P)    Minimize   z =  ijkxijkc
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              0  ≥ijkx , for all i, j and k                                                       (4) 
 

            Any set of non-negative allocations to the problem (P) which satisfies the 
equations (1), (2), (3) and (4) is called a feasible solution  to the problem (P).  A 
feasible solution to the  problem (P) which minimizes the total shipping cost,  
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 is called an optimal solution to the  problem (P).  If one of  basic 

variable in the optimal solution of the problem (P) is zero, that is,  the number of  non-
zero basic variables is less than 2−++ lnm ,  then the problem (P)  is called 
degenerate.  
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, the problem (P) is said to be balanced. Otherwise, it 

is called unbalanced. The balanced condition is the necessary and sufficient condition 
for the existence of a feasible solution to the problem (P). If l = 1, the number of 
conveyances is only one, the problem (P) reduces to a classical transportation problem. 
 
 
3. Sensitivity Analysis 
 
        Sensitivity analysis is used to determine how “sensitive” a model is to change in 
the value of the parameters of the model and to change  in the structure of the model. 
Three types of sensitivity  analysis for a linear programming problem namely, Type I 
sensitivity ( Basic invariancy) , Type II sensitivity ( Support set invariancy)  and Type 
III sensitivity (optimal partition invariancy) were categorized and summarized by Koltai 
and Terlaky [8] and  Hadigheh and Terlaky [2,3].  If the optimal solution of a linear 
programming model is non-degenerate, three types are the same. Koltai and Terlaky [8] 
showed that managerial questions are not answered satisfactorily with the mathematical 
interpretation of the Type I sensitivity analysis when the solution of the linear 
programming model is degenerate. In order to perform proper sensitivity range in a 
degenerate transportation problem, type II sensitivity must be considered. 
 
3.1. Cost Sensitivity Analysis        
           SA of coefficients from the objective function of the STP is particular case of 
parametrical programming, where one of the cost coefficients of the objective function,  
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ijkc  of  the decision variable ijkx  is replaced by ijkijkc Δ+  the rest of the data remaining 
unchanged. 
               
          A  SA in the costs of non basic cells will not alter the existing optimal solution, as 
the current cost itself is too high and there has been no allocation along this route.  A 
SA in the costs of allocated cells is likely to change the transportation schedule. In this 
case,  STP is re-studied with the current optimal solution. Using the current optimal 
solution of STP, the MODI-indices lkwnjvmiu kji ,...,2,1,;,...,2,1,;,...,2,1, ===  can 

be obtained using the basic cell property  and kjiijkijk wvuc −−−=δ , for all non-basic 

cells are computed.  Then, ijkc  is replaced by ijkijkc Δ+  and the rest of the data 

remaining are unchanged and the new values for the MODI-indices miui ,...,2,1, = ;  
njv j ,...,2,1, = ; lkwk ,...,2,1, = are computed. The SR of  ijkΔ  is evaluated using the 

concept that the current basis remains optimal as long as 0≥−−−= kjiijkijk wvucδ   
for all non basic cells. The SRs of other cells can be obtained this way. 
 
4.1.  Computation of MODI-indices  
 
          Let  ijkijk cc Δ+  be the cost coefficient  of  (i,j,k)th cell in the perturbed  problem 

where ijkcΔ  is a parameter   and  let cells basic nonzero  ofnumber )( −++= lnmk  in 
the optimal solution.  
 
Case(i): If  2=k , then the given STP  is non-degenerate. Therefore, we study the Type 
I SA in STP. By taking two MODI-indices values zero and applying the conditions  

0)( =++− kjiijk wvuc , for all basic cells (i,j,k), we can compute  the rest of the  
MODI-indices.  
 
Case(ii): If  3≥k , then the given STP is degenerate. Therefore, we study  the Type II 
SA in STP. Then, arrange the origins, destinations and conveyances as a sequence in 
descending order according to the number of non zero basic cells in it. We choose first  
k-members in the sequence and then, assign iθ , ki ,...,2,1=  to the MODI-indices 
corresponding to the k-members.  By applying the conditions 0)( =++− kjiijk wvuc , 
for all basic cells (i,j,k), we can find the rest of the  MODI-indices.  
 
             The following theorems are  used in the proposed method for  finding  the costs 
SRs  of  basic and non-basic variables in the STP.  
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Theorem  1: Let (i,j,k)th cell  be a non-basic cell corresponding to an optimal solution 
of the STP with )0(≥−−−= kjiijkijk wvucδ . If ijkijkc Δ+  is the perturbed cost of 

ijkc , then the range of ),[ ∞−=Δ ijkijk δ . 

Proof: Now, since (i,j,k)th  cell  is  a non-basic cell and  the perturbed cost ijkijkc Δ+  is 

not affected the current optimal solution to the problem, 0≥−−−Δ+ kjiijkijk wvuc . 

This implies that, ijkijk δ−≥Δ . Therefore,  the range of ijkΔ  = ),[ ∞− ijkδ  
Hence the theorem. 
      
Theorem 2: Let (i,j,k)th cell  be basic cell corresponding to an optimal solution of the 
STP with )0(=−−−= kjiijkijk wvucδ . If ijkijkc Δ+  is the perturbed value of ijkc  and 

iU  is  the minimum  value of ijkδ  for all non-basic cells in the ith origin, jV  is  the 

minimum  value of ijkδ  for all non-basic cells in the jth destination and  kW  is the 

minimum  value of ijkδ  for all non-basic cells in the kth conveyance, then the range of 

],( ijkijk M−∞=Δ  where  =ijkM  the maximum { iU , jV , kW } ;  

Proof: Now, since ijkijkc Δ+  is the perturbed value of ijkc  and the current optimal 

solution remains optimal, 0≥−−−= kjiijkijk wvucδ , for all non-basic cells in the ith 
origin , the jth destination  and the kth conveyance are positive.  
Now, attaching the ijkΔ  to first kji wvu  then and then , , we have the following: 

              llwvuc lsijkiisl  and  s  allfor  cells, basic-non is )s,i,(,0)( ≥−−Δ+−  ; 

               and  allfor  cells, basic-non is )j,(r, ,0)( lrlwvuc lijkjrrjl ≥−Δ+−−     and  

             s andr   allfor  cells, basic-non is )s,(r, ,0)( kwvuc ijkksrrsk ≥Δ+−−− . 

Then, we can conclude that is implies that ≤Δijk iU ; ≤Δijk   jV  and   ≤Δijk kW .                    

Now, since we attach any one of the MODI-indices kji wvu   and , ,  we take, =ijkM  

maximum { iU , jV , kW } for getting  better range. Therefore,  the range of 

],( ijkijk M−∞=Δ . 
Hence the theorem. 
    
5. Bound technique 
 
          We, now  introduce  a new  procedure, namely  bound technique based on the 
Theorem 1. and the Theorem 2.  to analyze  the costs SA in a  STP.  The bound 
technique proceeds as follows. 
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Step 1.  Compute an optimal solution to the given  STP using the Pandian-Anuradha  
              method (PA method) [10]. 
 
Step 2. Determine the  value cells basic nonzero  ofnumber )( −++= lnmk . 
             If 2=k , go to  the Case-A. Otherwise go to the Case-B. 
Case-A:  
 
Step 3A. The given transportation problem is not degenerate. Type I SRs can be  
                obtained  
 
Step 4A. Compute the  values of  the MODI-indices { iu , jv  , kw , i =1,2,…,m ; j =  
                1,2,…,n ; k = 1,2,…,l }  using the concept in case(i) of  the Section 4.1.. 
 
Step 5A. Construct the MODI indices table for the optimal solution obtained in the  
                Step1. and then,   compute kjiijkijk wvuc −−−=δ  for all non-basic cells.  
 
Step 6A. Compute the costs range of all non-basic cells using the Theorem 1. and then,  
                compute the costs range of all basic cells using the Theorem 2. 
 
Case-B:  
 
Step 3B. The given transportation problem is degenerate. Type II SRs can be obtained  
 
Step 4B. Compute the  values of  the Modi indices { iu , jv  , kw , i =1,2,…,m ;   
               j = 1,2,…,n  ; k = 1,2,…,l }  using concept in case(ii) of  the Section 4.1..  
              Then, construct the MODI indices table for the optimal solution obtained in  
               the Step1.   
 
Step 5B. Compute kjiijkijk wvuc −−−=δ  for each non-basic cell (i,j,k) which is a  

              function of the  parameters iθ  , ki ,...,2,1=  and using optimality conditions   
              for the non-basic solutions,  0)( ≥++− kjiijk wvuc , for all non-basic cells  

              (i,j,k), over all  relations among the parameters iθ  , ki ,...,2,1=   are obtained. 
 
Step 6B. Compute the costs range of all non-basic cells using the Theorem 1. and the  
              relations obtained in the Step 6. and then, compute the costs range of all basic  
              cells using the Theorem 2. and the relations obtained in the Step 6. 
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 For easy computing and clear understanding , the proposed method will be 
applied directly on a table as that of classical transportation algorithm. Parameters 
corresponding to the cell (i, j, k) are displayed  as follows : we put the cost  ijkc

 

at the 

left-side  and   the kjiijkij wvuc −−−=δ  at the right-side.                                                                  

 
 The proposed technique is illustrated the following numerical examples. 
 
Example 1: Consider the following solid transportation problem: 

 
Now, using the PA method [10], the optimal solution to the given STP  is 

,24131 =
ox ,6132 =

ox  ,8212 =ox ,2222 =
ox  ,2232 =

ox  9311 =
ox  and 17323 =

ox . Since 
72 =−++ lnm = number of non-basic cells, the given STP is non degenerate. 

 
Now, using the Step 4A. to the Step 5A., we  obtain the following MODI indices table. 
 

  01 =v 112 =v 03 =v

 
351 −=u  

511 =w  41               25 73            46 16             0 
422 =w  71               64 97            79 7               0 

353 =w  84               84 87            76 20           20 

 
02 =u  

511 =w  84               33 71            9 84           33 
422 =w  42               0 53            0 42             0 

353 =w  46               11 88            42 95           60 

 
433 −=u  

511 =w  8                  0 49            30 50           42 
422 =w  12               13 70            60 26           27 
353 =w  34               42 3              0 49           57 

 

    Capacity 

 
Conveyance 

1E    1E    1E    33 
 2E    2E    2E   18 
  3E    3E    3E  17 

 1D  2D  3D  Supply 

1O  41 71 84 73 97 87 16 7 20 30 

2O  84 42 46 71 53 88 84 42 95 12 

3O  8 12 34 49 70 3 50 26 49 26 

Demand 17 19 32  
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Now, by applying the Step 6A.,  the Type I  ranges of sijk 'Δ  of  the given STP  are 
given below: 
 
 

  1D 2D 3D  
 
1O  

1E  ),25[ ∞− ),46[ ∞− ]20,(−∞  
2E  ),64[ ∞− ),79[ ∞− ]20,(−∞  
3E  ),84[ ∞− ),76[ ∞− ),20[ ∞−  

 
2O  

1E  ),33[ ∞− ),9[ ∞− ),33[ ∞−  
2E  ]13,(−∞ ]13,(−∞ ]20,(−∞  
3E  ),11[ ∞− ),42[ ∞− ),60[ ∞−  

 
3O  

1E  ]13,(−∞ ),30[ ∞− ),42[ ∞−  
2E  ),13[ ∞− ),60[ ∞− ),27[ ∞−  
3E  ),42[ ∞− ]20,(−∞ ),57[ ∞−  

 
 
 
Example 2: Consider the following solid transportation problem: 

 

 
Now, by the PA method [10],  the optimal solution to the given STP is  
2121 =

ox , 9133 =
ox , 9221 =

ox , 4222 =
ox , 7312 =

ox  and 3332 =
ox . Since the number of 

basic cells 276 −++=<= lnm , the given STP is degenerate.  
       

 Now, using the Step 4B. to the Step 5B., we  obtain the following MODI indices 
table. 
 
 

    Capacity 

 
Conveyance 

1E    1E    1E    11 
 2E    2E    2E   14 
  3E    3E    3E  9 

 1D  2D  3D   

1O  4 7 8 3 9 7 6 7 2 11 

2O  4 2 6 1 3 8 8 4 5 13 

3O  8 1 3 4 7 3 5 6 4 10 
Demand 7 15 12  
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  3111 θθ −−=v 22 θ=v 3163 θθ −−=v  
 

2151 θθ −−=u  
121 θ+−=w  4             111δ   3(X) 6               131δ  

12 θ=w  7            112δ  9      122δ  7               132δ  

321293 θθθ +++−=w 8            113δ  7      123δ  2(X) 

 
2132 θθ −−=u

 

121 θ+−=w  4            211δ  1(X) 8                231δ  

12 θ=w  2            212δ  3(X) 4               232δ  

321293 θθθ +++−=w 6            213δ  8      223δ  5              233δ  

 
33 θ=u  

121 θ+−=w  8            311δ    4      321δ  5                331δ  

12 θ=w  1(X) 7      322δ  6(X) 

321293 θθθ +++−=w 3            313δ  3       323δ  4                333δ  

 
where 321111 θθθδ ++= ; 321112 1 θθθδ +++= ; 11113 =δ ; 4122 =δ ; 

321123 11 θθθδ −−−= ; 321131 3 θθθδ +++−= ; 321132 4 θθθδ +++−= ; 

321211 2 θθθδ +++= ; 321212 2 θθθδ +++−= ; 11213 =δ ; 321223 14 θθθδ −−−= ; 

321231 1 θθθδ +++= ; 321232 5 θθθδ +++−= ; 5233 =δ ; 9311 =δ ; 

321313 11 θθθδ −−−= ; 321321 6 θθθδ −−−= ; 321322 7 θθθδ −−−= ; 

321323 22212 θθθδ −−−= ; 1331 =δ   and 321333 7 θθθδ −−−= . 
Now, by the optimality conditions,  that is, 0≥−−− kjiijk wvuc  for all non-basic cells 
(i,j,k), we obtain the following overall results: 
                         5321 ≥++ θθθ   and  6321 ≤++ θθθ . 
Now, by applying the Step 6B., the Type II ranges of sijk 'Δ  of  the  given STP are 
given below: 
 

  1D 2D 3D  
 
1O  

1E  ),6[ ∞− ]2,(−∞ ),3[ ∞−  
2E  ),7[ ∞− ),4[ ∞− ),2[ ∞−  
3E  ),11[ ∞− ),6[ ∞− ]2,(−∞  

 
2O  

1E  ),8[ ∞− ]1,(−∞ ),7[ ∞−  
2E  ),4[ ∞− ]1,(−∞ ),1[ ∞−  
3E  ),11[ ∞− ),9[ ∞− ),5[ ∞−  

 
3O  

1E  ),9[ ∞− ),1[ ∞− ),1[ ∞−  
2E  ]6,(−∞ ),2[ ∞− ]1,(−∞  
3E  ),6[ ∞− ),2[ ∞− ),2[ ∞−  
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6. Conclusion 
           
 In this paper, the cost coefficients sensitivity ranges of STP are studied using a 
new method namely, bound technique. The necessity of considering cost sensitivity 
analysis of the solid transportation problem arises when heterogeneous conveyances are 
available for shipment of products in public distribution systems. For fast computing the 
costs sensitivity ranges, we establish two theorems. The proposed method provides 
Type I SR  for non-degenerate STP and Type II SR for degenerate STP. Thus, by the 
bound technique,  the complete perturbation range of costs sensitivity analysis can be 
obtained when the optimal solution of STP is non-degenerate or degenerate.  
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